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Aim & Result
R given regular expression. X n number of occurrences in a text of length n.
Aim:
F (z, u) = n,k
Theorem. With or without counting overlap, both in the Bernoulli and Markov model, (i.) F (z, u) is rational and can be computed explicitly (ii.)
(iii.) Limit Gaussian law:
Generating functions on languages
Counting generating function
Multivariate generating function
Weighted generating function
Bernoulli model, ω i proba. of letter l i , π α probability of word α = product of proba. of the letters of the word Univariate generating function F ω (z) = α∈L π α z |α| = π n z n π n proba. that a word of size n belongs to L Multivariate generating function
Combinatorial Constructions ⇒ Generating functions
The Right Rational Language R regular expression over Σ Key: find an algorithmic way (automaton) to insert in each word of Σ ⋆ a mark (empty size fake letter) (m) after each occurrence of R.
Chomsky-Schützenberger
Generating functions counting matches with aba 
Technical condition ⇒ quadratic complexity
The algorithmic chain
Input: regular expression R
Berry-Sethy
p n,k : probability that a word of size n contains k occurrences of R.
Exploiting the Output
-Fast extraction of coefficients: nth coefficient in O(log n) operations [implemented in gfun].
-Exponentially good asymptotics in constant time.
Proof of the Gaussian Law 
Hwang's quasi-power theorem → limiting Gaussian distribution. 
